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Universal Composability Notion for

Functional Encryption Schemes†

Rifki Sadikin*, YoungHo Park**, KilHoum Park***, SangJae Moon***

Abstract We have developed an ideal functionality for security requirement of functional
encryption schemes. The functionality is needed when we want to show the security of a
functional encryption scheme in universal composable (UC) framework. A functionality  was

developed to represent ideal respond of a functional encryption scheme against any polynomial
time active attacker. We show that UC security notion of functional encryption scheme 

is as strong as fully secure functional encryption in an indistinguishable game with chosen
cipher text attack. The proof used a method that showing for any environment algorithm, it
can not distinguish ideal world where the attacker play with ideal functionality  and real

world where the attacker play a fully secure functional encryption scheme.
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1. Introduction1)

A functional encryption scheme is a generalization

of public encryption scheme that allows a fine

grained relation between ciphertexts and secret

keys. In a functional encryption scheme, a secret

key  is parametrized by a parameter  and a

ciphertext  is parameterized by a parameter  .

Decryption for  by  is succeed only if a

functional relation  between  and  is

held. The functional relation  can realize

complex relation between ciphertexts and secret

keys.
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Some existing encryption schemes can be

expressed in functional encryption scheme. For

example, ID based encryption system in [1-3] can

expressed in a functional encryption scheme by

setting parameter    and   ′ are from the
same identity space and the functional relation as

   i f      . Fuzzy identity

based encryption proposed in [4,5] can also be

defined in a functional encryption scheme by setting

 are sets of attribute from the same attribute

space and the functional relation as

    i f ∩≥    where

 is an integer. Moreover, any public key

encryption scheme which has complex relation

between ciphertexts and secret keys such as

predicate encryption scheme [6,7] and attributed

based encryption [8-10] can be formulated as a

functional encryption scheme with a proper

functional relation such as

   i f 〈〉    for inner

product encryption scheme and
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    i f ∈    where  is

an access structure for ciphertext policy attribute

based encryption.

Many security services can be realized by a

functional encryption system, For example, biometric

identity based encryption which used a fuzzy

identity based encryption (FIBE). Since the data

acquisition in biometric prone to error, the FIBE　

scheme naturally compliance with biometric system　

[11]. Other applications of functional encryption

schemes include realizing an access control

mechanism without a trusted server. For example, a

functional encryption scheme is used for group key

distribution in a VANET [12] and for realizing

access control mechanism in a cloud computer

network [13].

Traditionally the security of a functional

encryption scheme is proving under a

indistinguishable game. There are two types of

indistinguishable game: selective and full security.

In selective security, the challenge ciphertext

parameter is sent before the game started while

there is no such restriction in full security

functional encryption in indistinguishable game.

However, in 2011 Boneh et al proposes much richer

security framework for functional encryption

schemes in simulation based framework [14].

One of simulation based security proof

frameworks is universal composability (UC) model

[15]. Universal compose ability framework allows

one to define security requirement in an ideal

functionality which contains interfaces and

responses that should be realized by the real

protocol. In UC, the real protocol securely realizes

the functionality if any environment can’t

distinguish the interaction between ideal

functionality and real protocol in the presence of all

adversary. The first step to provide security

argument in UC framework is defining an ideal

functionality. Many ideal functionalities already been

defined for primitive cryptographic protocol such as

public encryption scheme and signature scheme [15],

secure authentication [16] and ID-based encryption

system [17].

In this paper, we formulated the ideal

functionality for functional encryption schemes for

UC framework security. Our work is extending UC

notions for public key encryption scheme [15] and

ID-based encryption system [17]. We generalized

simulation based security framework for functional

encryption scheme given in [14]. Furthermore, we

also investigated the relation between UC

formulation of a functional encryption and

indistinguishable-game based security notions.

We organize our paper as follows: in Section 2,

we recall functional encryption definition and its

indistinguishable game based security definition. In

Section 3, we present our proposed ideal

functionality for UC-based functional encryption

security framework. The relation between UC-based

functional encryption and indistinguishable game

based security definition is discussed in Section 4.

At the end, we conclude our paper with

conclusions and further studies in Section 5.

2. Functional Encryption Scheme and its

Security Definitions.

In this section, we recall a functional encryption

scheme definition and its security under

indistinguishable games.

2.1 Functional Encryption Scheme Definition

Let us define     as a set of

attributes/identities, we called  as an attribute

space and  as an attribute and  as a message

space. We denote  as a secret key space and 

as a ciphertext parameter space.  and  might

be the same as attribute space  , attributes set

space   , or power of attributes set space  . Let

us we have a functional relation  that map
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∈ and ∈ to a binary value . We call

the functional relation is held if   returns

 .We define a functional encryption scheme as

follows:

Definition 1. Functional Encryption Scheme. The

generic functional encryption scheme  consists of

four probabilistic polynomial time algorithms:  ,

 ,  and  .

Ÿ : The  algorithm takes  as a

security parameter and returns a master key

 and a set of public parameters . The

set of public parameters  should be made

public and the master key  is kept secret

(known only by setup party).

Ÿ : The  algorithm

takes a set of public parameters  , the master

key  and a secret key parameter  and

returns a secret key  that parameterized by

 .

Ÿ : The  algorithm takes

a set of public parameters  , a ciphertext

parameter  and a message  . It returns

a ciphertext  that parameterized by  .

Ÿ  : the  algorithm

takes a set of public parameters , a secret

key  parameterized by  and a ciphertext

 parameterized by  . The decrypt algorithm

returns a message  or a random ⊥ .

A functional encryption scheme

   over a set

of attributes    , a plaintext space

 , a secret key parameter space  , a ciphertext

parameter space  and a functional relation

 should satisfy the correctness requirement:

- ∀∈∀∈∀∈

- ←

- ←

- ←

- If    then ←

2.2 Security of Fuzzy Identity based Encryption

Security notion for a functional encryption scheme

   is

formulated in term of an indistinguishable game

with presence of an adaptive chosen plaintext

attacker  . We denote this game as

  . The indistinguishable game

consists the following phases:

Ÿ Setup. The challenger  runs the 

algorithm and gives a set of public parameters

 to the attacker  .

Ÿ Phase 1. The attacker  sends secret key

queries for secret key parameters  . The

challenger  responds by sending

 
← for each secret key

query to the attacker  .

Ÿ Challenge. The attacker  choose two

messages with equal length from message space

∈ and a target ciphertext parameter

 with restriction for all queried secret key

parameters   none of them satisfy

   . The challenger  flips the

random coin ←, and send

← to the attacker  .

Ÿ Phase 2. Phase 1 repeated, with restriction and

none of the quired secret key parameters

   satisfy    .

Ÿ Guess. At the end, the attacker  outputs a

guess ′ for 

The advantage of the attacker  in this game is

defined as


      Pr ′   

  (1)

If we allow  decryption queries in Phase 1

and Phase 2 such that the attacker  sends

queried arbitrary ciphertext , and the challenger
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 responds with ′← 
 then

we achieve indistinguishable game under adaptive

chosen-ciphertext attacker which we denote by

  . Definition for selective

functional encryption security model is similar with

fully functional encryption with exception the target

ciphertext parameter  is given ahead before the

game is started.

Definition 2. Fully (Selective) Secure Functional

Encryption. A functional encryption scheme

   is called

fully (selective) secure functional encryption if

for all PPT chosen plaintext (ciphertext)

attacker  has at most a negligible advantage

in    game.

3. Universally Composable Functional Encryption

3.1 Universal Composable Security Framework

Universal composable (UC) framework is a

simulation-based formal framework for showing the

security of protocol. UC framework follows

ideal-real world separation. Security of protocol is

defined by comparing the output of ideal and real

given to environment. If the distribution ensembles

of output of ideal and real given to environment are

indistinguishable then the protocol run in real world

emulates the ideal functionality run in ideal world

[15].

Real world simulation consists of several PPT　

machines: an environment  ,  parties   

that runs a protocol  , and an attacker  . The

execution in the real world is as follows: the initial

machine is the environment  ,  invokes the

adversary  with security parameter  and an

input k. The adversary  can perform deliver

messages to any party and corrupt a party action.

Then,  activated party    to run the

protocol  . Let us denote    as

ensembles of outputs in real world execution.

In ideal world, the simulation includes a special

party called ideal functionality. Ideal world consists

of several PPT machines: an environment  , a

special machine  that runs the ideal functionality,

an ideal adversary  that simulates all possible real

life attacker and  dummy parties  
  that are

doing nothing but forwarding messages they

received. Let us denote     as

ensembles of outputs in real world execution.

Definition 3 UC securely realize, [15]. Let us

define  as an ideal functionality and  is a

multi-party real protocol. We say that  UC

securely realizes  if for any PPT adversary

 there exist an ideal simulator  such that

for any environment  :

   (2)

where  is a negligible function.

3.2 Functional Encryption Ideal Functionality

We construct an ideal functional encryption

schemes functionality  . The functionality 

,presented in Figure 1, is inspired by ideal

functionality for public key and identity based

encryption schemes [15,17]. We modified ideal

functionality for public key and identity based

encryption in such it can accommodate functional

relation that is used in a functional encryption

scheme.

Some points about the functionality  : If no

party is corrupted in setup, extract, encrypt and

decrypt then  will provide information

theoretically secure encryption (no relation between

ciphertexts and plaintexts).  can be realized by

protocols that only have local communication. The

functionality allows parties to extract many secret

key parameter   as long as  has not been

extracted by other party. In encryption request by a
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party with a secret key parameter , the

functionality requires the secret key  
already

been extracted.

Figure 1. Functionality  .

4. Relation between and UC-secure and

Fully Secure Functional Encryption

Given a functional encryption scheme

  , we can

transform protocol  to a protocol  such 

that has the same interface as  . By this

transformation, we can investigate the relation

between protocol  to ideal functionality  .

The transformation proceeds as follows:

Ÿ When a party  who is running protocol 

receives , it runs

← from  and binds

extraction algorithm   ,

encryption algorithm    and

decryption algorithm    . 

outputs  and

keeps extraction algorithm  and decryption

 for itself.

Ÿ When a party  who is running protocol 

receives an input . If

∉ , there is a party  has extracted  or

the setup party  has not run ,

 outputs error message. Otherwise,  runs

← and sends the private

key  securely to  . When  receives

 , it outputs  otherwise

outputs error message.

Ÿ When a party  running protocol  receives

an input . If ∉ ,

or ∉  , it outputs an error message.

Otherwise,  runs ← and

outputs .

Ÿ When a party  who is running protocol  . It

receives an input , If  does

not have private key  , where  

then it outputs  , otherwise 

executes ← and outputs

  .
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Theorem 1. Let  

is a functional encryption scheme,  securely

realizes the functionality  in a presence

of non-adaptive adversary if and only if  is

a fully secure functional encryption with

adaptive chosen ciphertext attacker.

Proof. Firstly, we give a proof that if 

UC-realizes  then  is fully secure

functional encryption with adaptive chosen

ciphertext. In other word, if we have an

attacker  that wins in  

game with advantage


       where  is a

negligible function then we can construct an

environment  that can that can distinguish

whether it interacts with ideal world or real

world more than negligible probability  by

using  .  executes as follows:

(1)  activates setup party  with input

. When receiving

 with

algorithm  includes public parameter , 

forwards  to  .

(2) When  sends an extraction query for a secret

key parameter  to protocol  , environment 

sends  to a decryption

party  . In this step,  will receive secret key

 
.  can not tell the difference whether it

interacts with ideal world or real world since

they are returning the same value  
. At the

end,  passes  
to  .

(3) When  sends a decryption query for a pair of

secret key parameter dan a arbitrary ciphertext

 to protocol  , the environment 

sends  to a decryption

party  . If the secret key  
has not been

extracted select other uncorrupted decryptor

party  , and inputs . After

receiving , the environment

 send  to decryption

party  . When  receives

, the environment 

sends  to  .

(4) When  challenges the protocol  by selecting

a target ciphertext parameter  and 2 equal

length messages  and  . The environment

 flips a random bit ← and sends

 to the encryption

party  . When  receives

 , it sends

  to  .

(5) Repeat 2,3 with restriction none of the queried

secret key parameter  satisfy functional

relation    and none of ciphertext

queried  satisfy    .

(6) When  outputs a guess ′ for  , the

environment ′   outputs to guess which the

world it interacted.

Now we analyzing the advantage of the

environment  in distinguishing real world   

or ideal world  . When  interacts with the

real world   , the challenge ciphertext is

←. Therefore, the

advantage of the environment  is the same as

the advantage of  :


      Pr   ′  

   .

While, when  interacts with ideal world

 . The functionality  returns

← where ≠ then the

advantage of  is Pr   ′  
   .

Therefore, we can conclude the advantage of  in

distinguishing real world and ideal world is

    (3)
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Hence the environment  can distinguish whether

it interacts with real world    or ideal world

.

Secondly, we prove the statement "if  is fully

secure functional encryption in  

game then  UC-realizes  ". This statement

can be proved by constructing an adversary  that

has advantage 
       in fully

functional encryption security game

  by using an environment 

which can distinguish whether it interacts with a

real world    or an ideal world  

where the attacker  is a non-adaptive attacker. In

other words,  has property:

          .

Since the attacker  in real world    is a

non-adaptive adversary setting, the adversary 

cannot corrupt any party while the execution in

process. The environment  can instruct the

adversary to corrupt a setup party  or a

decryption party  or encryption party  only the

beginning of execution. We can argue when  , 

or  was corrupted non-adaptively by  the

environment  cannot distinguish the two worlds.

When no party was corrupted then we can build

the adversary  by using a challenger  running

the protocol  as follows:

(1) When  sends  to a setup party

 ,  sends  query to the challenger 

after receiving a set of public parameters 

from the challenger.  builds up the encryption

algorithm    and  sets

the output of  as

.

(2) When  inputs   for some

party  .  continues the simulation by sending

 to the challenger  . The challenger 

responds by executing

←. At the end,  lets

 outputs .

(3) When  inputs  for

some party  .  responds by sending

 to the challenger  . The challenger

 responds by executing

← 
. Then,  lets 

outputs .

(4) When  inputs  for

the first   times for an encryption party .

 runs  
← and lets

 output  
.

(5) At the -th time  inputs

 to a party  . 

sends      and   to

challenger  . The challenger flips a random

coin  and returns ←

to  .  lets  outputs

 .

(6) When  inputs  for

 -th to -th for an encryption party  . 

runs  
← and lets 

output  
.

(7) When  halts, it outputs ′←,  outputs

whatever  outputs as its guess.

The advantage of  can be computed by

analyzing the environment  . When  inputs

,   and

 the environment  cannot

distinguish between the real world    or the

ideal world   since both return the same

output. However, when  inputs

 messages  times we

have the following analysis:

Let us define   is the probability environment

 outputs 1 when it interacts with ideal world

  with exception the first  encryption

queries used real plaintexts. Therefore,
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and      .

Notice that in -th time of encryption query we

have two cases when    ,  used a real

plaintext  then

  Pr ←←  and

otherwise  used  then we

    Pr ←← .

Now, we can confer the relation between the

advantage of the environment  to distinguish the

real world and ideal world and the advantage of the

adversary  in   game as

follows:

Notice that we have,


  



 ≥ 
  



 
  

  
  

(4)

Therefore, there exists ∈   such that

      . Since

    Pr ←← and

    Pr ←← than

we can rewrite       as

Pr′   Pr′     (5)

We can change the equation (5) to became

Pr′   

 
   (6)

Since ) is a negligible function than the

simulator  has advantage in  

more than negligible function . This

completes our proof of Theorem 1.

5. Conclusions

Universal composable notation for functional

encryption schemes was proposed. A functionality

that capture ideal requirement for for a functional

encryption scheme is presented in a functionality

which we denote  . We prove that a functional

encryption scheme that UC realizes  is as

secure as fully secure functional encryption scheme

with an adaptive chosen ciphertext attacker. This

show that our proposed universal composable

functionality capture the strongest security notion of

functional encryption schemes. Despite this, our

works can be extended to capture attribute hiding

property of a functional encryption scheme.
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